
A crested guan in the forest of Tikal National Park in Guatemala.

C es ed Guans
by Diane Weyer

Belize

There was a crash above my tent,
followed by a splattering of dew and
bits of dead twigs on the flysheet. More
crashes. I slowly eased open the zip and
peered up. othing visible through the
tangle of vine and epiphytes above me
but a moment later a complaining
"yelp" announced my early morning
visitor as a crested guan (Penelope
purpurascensJ. More call and crashes
as two more guans joined the first. A
fourth flew in as the firs t three were
descending to have a better look at the
strange blue' 'thing" that had sprung up
in their territory overnight. I finally saw
a dark blob about 50 feet or so above me
which hopped down another ten or
twelve feet clo er peering and yelping
all the way. Two more blob ere just
vi ible above and to one ide. I never
saw the fourth member of the party 
as oon as I tried to ease my head out of
the tent for a better look the first guan
jerked his head up in horror "honked"
loudly, and they all took off.

I could still hear them moving around
in the trees off to my left as I crawled out
and started to think about coffee. A
flock of mealy parrots yelled and
screeched at the dawn acro the valley,
but the light that in pired them on their
treetop roost had not really reached
through to the jungle floor. There the
dawn wa made of dark shape , like
those of the guan ,emerging from grey
twilight. The guans appeared to be
feeding in the top of a tall tree a I drank
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my coffee and shivered in the early
morning wetne s - occa ionally a
erie of" clunk " ending in a final

" pludge' told me a guan had dropped
a piece of fruit. Another day had begun
far up Bladen Branch in the Maya Moun
tains of Belize. Kinkajous had vi ited
around midnight, and now the guans.
Enough days from any road or trail to
discourage hunters, so my small blue
tent was an object of curiosity, not fear.

A young
crested guan

that was raised
in captivity.

I felt utterly content, if a bit damp and
very stiff. A scarab beetle, the size of a
ping-pong ball flew slowly and loudly
out of the shadows and landed on a leaf
beside me.

There appears to be a debate between
authoritie as to whether or not eagles
are serious predators of guans, while
some opt for ocelots and pumas. I have
no doubt that an occasional guan is
taken by an eagle, ocelot <?r puma, but
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Call (213) 681-9785 for Shipping Quotes & Cage Information

Buy Direct From the Designer &
Manufacturer of the World's Best Cages
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"THE MAJESTIC MACAW" ~_""__~
58" TALL X 36" WIDE \~
24," 30" or 32" DEPTHa~ tri\

WE SHIP ANYWHERE

Address _

I nglebrook
nformation

194 Eastern Avenue
Pasadena, Calif. 91107
Please send pictures and cage dimensions to:

Name

"THE ANYWHERE
AMAZON"

stand and cage
are two pieces

Inglebrook Forges
presents Dealer

.. . inquiries invited
AVian Engineered and Designed Cages 'Cost plus'

All Sizes • Shapes • Custom Made Cages to the public

Cages are shown
with Benay Calderon,

Englebrook representative
and bird trainer,

"THE AMAZON DELIGHT"
24" X 24" HEIGHT·52" or 58"

We'll sell you an old-fashioned bell shaped
cage if you insist, but let us send you
information on a better idea! Rectangles are
more space efficient, easier to maintain and
birds love roof top playpens ....

City State Zip, _

Type of bird(s)
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I $10 VALUE

--...-......_1 Use this Coupon for a $10
I Discount on your purchase

• Quality craftsmanship
• Lead free quality paint
• Lifetime corrosion warranty
• Heavy duty decorator casters
• Roof top play area with elevated perches
• Heavy gauge wrought iron
• Swing-out feeders-bolt locking
• Top & Bottom E-Z clean trays
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BUY SELL TRADE

JOE EMGE
1552 E. CONCORD, ORANGE, CA 92667

(714) 998-1445

NO BIRDS ON THE PREMISES. CALL FOR APPOINTMENT.

throughout their range, the main
predator of these large, succulent
members of the Cracid family is man.
Not only are they shot whenever possi
ble, but man is also cutting the lowland
rainforest, which is their preferred
habitat, at an ever-increasing rate.
Other guans, such as the horned, are
already near extinction, and soon even
the relatively common crested guan
will only be found in reserves and zoos.
This despite the fact that their range ex
tends from mid-Mexico all the way to
Columbia and Venezuela. However,
there are rapidly multiplying
populations of slash-and-bufll farmers
throughout the same range.

The crested guan's high yelps and
deeper "honks" of alarm, as well as
their often noisy flights and crash land
ings unfortunatel y make them easy
targets. Yet, when suspicious, they can
sneak through the canopy balancing
delicately along branches and hopping
or gliding between trees in total silence.
They have a variety of quieter clucks
and grunting calls as well. During court
ship and breeding season they "drum"
with their wings, flapping them ex
tremely quickly as they fly, the "drum
ming" seldom lasting for more than a
few seconds at a time. Most species of
guans "drum" only before dawn or late
in the evening (and occasionally during
the night), but crested guans can be
heard drumming during the day as well.
Crested guans usually display their
crests and dewlaps when "yelping" or
"honking" .

Crested guans make bulky leaf nests
well above the forest floor. Usually only
two eggs are laid, though at least one
nest with three eggs has been recorded.
Incubation takes 26 days. The young
chicks are able to flutter and scramble
about in the branches within a day or so
of hatching, and from then on are
brooded under the adults at night on
their roosts, the nests no longer needed.
Crested guans have been bred in capti
vity but not easily. They tame im
mediately and are easy to feed and
maintain. They do require a good deal
of fruit in their diets as well as the occa
sional insect or even a mouse. But
despite their easy adjustment to captivi
ty, they seem strangely reluctant to
breed. One common problem, when
breeding has been successful, has been
the failure to provide sufficient bran
ches for the young chicks to climb up
on. As the adults generally refuse to
brood on the ground, if the chicks can't
reach them, they go untended.

The chicks are rich chestnut in color,
mottled with buffy and black. Adult

COCKATOOS
Moluccan
Citron
Umbrella
Lesser sulfur-crested
Red Vented

LORIES
Blue streaked
Black
Red Moluccan
Rainbow
Chattering and many more

MACAWS
Severe
Yellow collared
Blue & gold

• Scarlet
• Hyacinth
Green wings

AMAZONS
Blue fronted
Red head
Yellow headed
Red lored
Yellow napes

FINCHES
Many varieties, COCKATIELS
call for information Pied
and quantity price. Normal

·SPECIALTIES Call for our monthly specials.

Write or call for up-Io-date price list.
Please re-contact if our price lisl has not reached you within two weeks from the date you ordered it.

Breeding age adults and babies available.
Consultations on breeding, and building aviaries.

New birds arrive weekly.
Now: tame and talking Yellow Napes, and
pin feathered Blue and gold macaws.

PabttA ·

High quality
lithography that
carefully defines
each subtle color.
Print size, 18" x24"

We cater to breeders

Calif. res. add 6 V, % tax
Add $1.50 ship/handle
continental U.S.A.; Canada,
Mexico add $3.50 in U.S. funds;
Foreign, overseas add $6.00
in U.S. funds.

by George D. Dodge &
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order from:

AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF
AVICULTURE
P.O. BOX 1568
REDONDO BEACH
CALIFORNIA 90278

$6.95

EXQUISITE
FULL COLOR
PHOTO POSTER
OF THE MOST
POPULAR
COCKATIEL
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Sold in pet shops and aviaries nationally

Rich Health, Inc. P.O. Box 18258 Irvine, CA 92713

Rich Health, Inc. has purchased Vionate Vitamin
Mineral Powder from E.R. Squibb & Sons, Inc.

VIONATE@

Available in
8 oz.
21b.

10 lb.
50 lb.

Domestic bred and imported birds.

Laparascoped sexed birds
also available.

All sizes and types of wrought iron
cages and training stands.

Distributors for ABBA
complete seed diets.

Open 9 to 5, 7 days a week.
Retail and Wholesale.

(216) 439·5106
"We train both the bird and you so

that you feel completely comfortable
before taking the bird home."

Dave and Rose D'isidoro
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crested guans have dark brown heads
and necks, with a sizable crest which
they raise and lower in a jerky manner
when suspicious or alarmed. The rest of
their bodies are varying shades of
brown touched with olive and blue.
The feathers on their breasts and necks
have conspicuous whitish edges. The
bare skin around their reddish eyes is a
dark slate blue. Only their dewlaps and
legs are bright, these being coral
colored.

Their coloration provides near
perfect canlouflage in the forest. I recall
being confused by one that was sitting
out on a bare limb, in full view, at Tikal
National Park in Guatemala. ot being a
passionate birder, I normally see no
reason to be up and about until there is
sufficient light to take photographs. On
this particular occasion, however, I had
been drafted as an extra pair of eyes for
some early morning birding. We were
standing by the aguada looking at a
variety of energetic small birds but my
eye kept being drawn to a large lump on
a branch that I couldn't remember see
ing there the previous day. onethe
less, it looked so much like a wad ofwet
vegetation that I didn't even ask anyone
with binoculars to check until a slight
movement gave it away - a movement
that would have passed as motion
caused by a puff of breeze in the leaves
had it not been one of those utterly still
tropical mornings that presage a
sweltering day'

Tikal is the only place I have been to
outside of a zoo where one has a very
good chance of actually seeing crested
guans close up. (Monteverde National
Park in Costa Rica is excellent for black
guans - Chamaepetes unicolor). Guans
tend to spend most of their time up in
the canopy layers, and in the areas
where they are shot, which means vir
tually anywhere outside of a national
park, you seldom see them at all though
you may hear their calls. But at Tikal,
where they are protected, they will
come out to sun themselves or to walk
along a bare branch and peer down at
the rest of the world. The latter habit is
great for the birdwatcher, as binoculars
show the birds clearly, but frustrating
for the photographer, as cameras give
either silouettes or simply dark blobs in
the trees! Occasionally a guan will sit
out in the open, down low enough to
photograph, or even come down on the
ground in search of fallen fruit or for a
dust bath. It seems a pity that one must
either go to a national park, or hike for
days, in order to see and enjoy these
noisy, entertaining inhabitants of the
rainforest. •
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